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For background material used in writing this review I am
indebted to Shakespeare's Lives by the late Professor S.
Schoenbaum, an inestimable history of.
William Shakespeare - Wikipedia
"What a piece of work is man!" is a phrase within a soliloquy
by Prince Hamlet in William Shakespeare's play of the same
name. Hamlet is reflecting, at first.
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stands as the greatest Shakespeare adaptation since "10 Things
I Hate About You.".
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Shakespeare is also supposed to have taken his revenge on Lucy
by writing a scurrilous The Man Shakespeare about. The Soul of
the Age. His characters become more complex and tender as he
switches deftly between comic and serious scenes, prose and
poetry, and achieves the narrative variety of his mature work.
ThankYouforYourContribution! His rise from grudging esteem,
even in England, to European idolatry by had a significance
beyond the one already mentioned of serving to put down French
classical tragedy and, with it, French cultural tyranny. The
clever ways in which names and locations are re-purposed is
one big part The Man Shakespeare the "She's The Man" magic.
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